EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
March 11, 2022; 9:30 a.m.

ZOOM
Executive Committee members are attending this meeting remotely via Zoom. For
those wishing to view the meeting, please click this link:
https://us02web.zoom.us/j/88389884082?pwd=Uk9KT3Z0Y3VITnkwSWtXeHZTSWEzdz09

(or copy the URL and paste into a web browser).
______________________________________________________________________
9:30 a.m. - Call to Order/Roll Call
Committee Attendance
Excuse Absent Committee Members
Consent Calendar
• Executive Committee February 2022 Minutes
• January 2022 Expenditures
• March 2022 Claims Settlements
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• Approval of Submission for AGRiP Accreditation
• New Membership: City of Wenatchee
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Director’s Report
• 2022 WellCity Award
• WCIA Forums
• COMPACT Audits
• Executive Committee Succession Plan
• AGRiP
Executive Session
• Claim Settlements and Litigation
Action Item
• Executive Director Contract Extension Amendment

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE MEETING
February 11, 2022

Zoom

The regular meeting of the Executive Committee was attended by members, staff members
and others virtually via Zoom. The public was provided access to view via Zoom with the link
posted on the WCIA website.
Members Present
President Deborah Knight, Monroe; Vice President Brian Loos, Longview; Mitch Lackey,
Camas; Wade Farris, Chelan; Paul Ellis, Arlington; and Farah Derosier, LOTT Clean Water
Alliance (late arrival).
Others Present
Ann Bennett, Executive Director; Shannon Ragonesi, Counsel; Michele Neumann, Authority
Secretary; Jared Burbidge, Treasurer/Finance and Administrative Services Manager; Rob
Roscoe, Deputy Director; Robin Aronson, Risk Services Manager; Patti Crane, Member
Services Manager; Harlan Stientjes, Claims Manager; Drew Brien, Senior Claims Adjuster;
Rachel Roberts, Claims Representative; Tanya Crites, Senior Risk Management
Representative; Debbi Sellers, Senior Risk Management Representative; Carlene Brown,
Senior Risk Management Representative; Kelli du Pont, Claims Adjuster; Peter Kang, IT
Administrator; Blaine Oborn, Oak Harbor; and Erin Gwinn, West Richland.
Committee Absence Log
January:
Farris, Chelan
Fisher, Union Gap
February: Acero, Burlington
Fisher, Union Gap
Zabell, Pasco
Call to Order
Knight called the meeting to order at 9:30 a.m. Roll was called.
Committee Attendance
Lackey moved to excuse Shelley Acero, Farah Derosier, Arlene Fisher, and Dave Zabell.
Ellis seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Consent Calendar
Consent calendar items include: January 2022 Executive Committee meeting minutes;
December 2021 expenses in the total amount of $2,575,237.01; and lawsuits and/or claims
settlements as of February 11, 2022, in the total amount of $3,167,170.45. Farris moved to
approve the consent calendar. Loos seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
President’s Report
 Executive Committee Election Results
Knight recognized new member Derosier and incumbents Ellis and Fisher who were elected to
the Executive Committee at the Full Board Meeting on January 21.
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 Presentation of Sub-Committee Members
The Committee was presented with the 2022 Sub-Committee spreadsheet, which depicts all
WCIA sub-committees and lists the current members of each sub-committee. After seeking a
volunteer, Knight approved the spreadsheet as corrected to add Loos to the Investment
Committee.
Action Items
 2022 Assessment Late Payment Penalty
The WCIA Bylaws and COMPACT require members to pay their assessment by January 30,
2022. COMPACT non-compliance with any element can result in a member being assessed a
flat rate of 2.5% of their assessment with a minimum of $1,000. Per the Bylaws, delinquent
members are allowed to appeal the penalty to the Executive Committee. Assessment invoices
were mailed and emailed to all members on or before January 1, 2022. Burbidge reported that
a reminder concerning the assessment payment deadline was emailed to all members on
January 24, and a verbal reminder occurred at the Full Board meeting on January 21.
Burbidge informed that the assessment payments were not received by the deadline from Oak
Harbor and West Richland; however, he added that payment has now been received from
both. Both members are requesting a waiver of their penalty and their written responses are
included in the agenda packet. Burbidge indicated that historically, there have been occasions
going back to 2001 whereby payments have been waived, reduced, or the penalty was
assessed. He reviewed those occasions, highlighting that the current COMPACT noncompliance penalty was approved by the Full Board in 2017.
City Administrator Oborn was present at the meeting to request a waiver of Oak Harbor’s
assessment penalty, which amounts to $22,179. Oborn explained that a lot of staff turnover
has occurred at Oak Harbor and the City now has a process in place so a late payment does
not happen again. He expressed his appreciation for the chance to ask for a waiver.
Finance Director Gwinn was also present at the meeting to request a waiver of West
Richland’s assessment penalty, which amounts to $8,914. Gwinn explained that the primary
contact at her City was experiencing medical issues. She asked that the City’s accounts
payable email be included in future notifications and thanked the Committee for considering
the waiver.
Knight noted the staff’s recommendation to assess the penalties for non-compliance to Oak
Harbor and West Richland.
(Derosier joined the meeting at 9:48 a.m.)
Discussion ensued regarding the staff recommendation and the necessity of making a motion.
Bennett pointed out WCIA’s practice to bring all COMPACT violations before the Executive
Committee for action.
Lackey expressed his belief in consistency, saying there is a valid business reason to have a
penalty in place for timely payment. Although he understands the members’ circumstances,
he voiced his support for the staff recommendation. Lackey noted that if WCIA waives the
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penalty for some, it has to waive the penalty for all in the future. Ellis stated he agrees with
Lackey and supports the staff recommendation. Loos stated that he is cognizant of the
members’ situation; however, WCIA has Bylaws and COMPACT for a reason and they guide
the organization. He indicated that he is leaning towards the staff recommendation.
Loos moved to assess a penalty for non-timely payment to the City of Oak Harbor and
the City of West Richland. Lackey seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Knight expressed her appreciation to Oborn and Gwinn for addressing the Committee and for
the efforts they have put in place at their respective cities for timely payments in the future.
 Actuary Services Contract
WCIA’s actuary services contract with PricewaterhouseCoopers (PwC) expired December 31,
2021. Pointing out that WCIA last issued a request for proposals in 2014, Burbidge stated that
five firms submitted proposals for actuary services, and four firms were selected for
presentations. Burbidge explained that the staff review committee recommended the selection
of the existing actuary PwC based on their competitive pricing, pooling experience and
expertise, familiarity with WA pooling regulations, and their capital modeling study. The
estimated engagement end date is December 31, 2026. The proposed fees for 2022 are
$52,000 with annual increases built into the five-year engagement.
Burbidge responded to Loos’ inquiries regarding PwC staff assignments, noting that the firm
has a peer review process. Acknowledging the thorough selection process, Lackey said he
gives a lot of deference to staff for these types of matters.
Lackey moved to approve the selected actuary PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP and
authorize the Executive Director to sign the engagement letter for actuary services as
proposed. Ellis seconded.*
In response to Knight’s inquiry regarding the contract term, Burbidge pointed out that the
previous contract lasted for five years plus three optional one-year engagements for a total of
eight years. WCIA is not locked into the five-year engagement term. Knight remarked on the
importance of going out occasionally to see what is available in the market.
*Motion carried unanimously.
 Lexipol Master Services Agreement Renewal
The Executive Committee annually reviews, modifies and approves changes in vendor
services contracts. Presented to Committee members was the 2022 Lexipol, LLC master
services agreement renewal that is consistent with the 2021 subscription platform agreement,
approved last year. Crane informed that prior to 2021, WCIA bulk-purchased the video views
from LocalGovU. Crane explained that the subscription platform agreement allows for
unlimited views per user for all LocalGovU available videos, freedom to select any title in the
LocalGovU library, the course builder and the external tracking tool that allows members to
create and track their own trainings. Now, after a full year of using the subscription platform,
she reported that the average user views at least five videos. Crane highlighted the cost
savings of the unlimited access to videos by police personnel, the use of the course builder
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tool to add trainer Connie Poulsen’s Building Supervisory Skills programs, and LocalGovU’s
prompt and responsive customer service.
Farris moved to approve the Lexipol, LLC Master Services Agreement Renewal terms
and expense and authorize the Executive Director to sign the agreement. Lackey
seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Director's Report
 Pollution Liability Renewal
Bennett explained that due to WCIA’s previous carrier, Chubb, eliminating writing coverage for
risk pools, coverage has now been placed with Allied World Assurance Company for pollution
liability coverage. She reviewed the coverage terms of the two-year policy that provides both
first party clean-up cost and third-party property and bodily injury costs for covered claims.
Members will have $2 million covered pollution condition and a $10 million pool aggregate with
a $100,000 per occurrence deductible. Bennett stated that the two-year policy costs WCIA
$290,239 compared to a one-year policy of $193,493, thus saving WCIA 50% of the premium
for two one-year policies. Regarding claims history, Roscoe pointed out that although claims
have been filed, Chubb has not paid out on any claims.
 Government Entities Mutual
Bennett informed that she and Roscoe attended the GEM member roundtable and board
meeting in January, which involved discussions regarding the current insurance market, cyber
market, nuclear verdicts, The Great Resignation (staff turnover), and opportunities and
challenges for GEM. Regarding the cyber market, Bennett commented that WCIA is
discussing this matter with other pools, is contemplating risk management tools as an option,
and is gathering data. She proposed this as possible topic for the Executive Committee retreat
in September. Additionally, she pointed out that GEM added a new member, CIRSA, a large
Colorado risk pool.
Bennett and Roscoe responded to Derosier’s inquiries regarding cyber insurance and claim
payout costs.
 January 2022 Claims
Bennett provided an update on the January 2022 claims activity, highlighting that 187 claims
were received by the membership. Pothole claims accounted for 43 of the claims, of which all
but five were denied. The January claims have a collective reserve set of $2,369,913.18, and
32% of them are already closed. She noted that January was the second busiest claims
month in seven years.
 2022 Grant Program
Stating that information regarding the grant program was distributed to delegates and
alternates on January 21, Bennett informed that the applications, which are submitted via
Origami, are due on March 4. She indicated that the Risk Reduction Grant Committee will
meet on March 29 to review the applications.
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 Legislative Update
Bennett expressed her appreciation to members who responded to WCIA’s request to contact
legislators regarding WA State HB 1202, titled the Police Officer Accountability Act. She
relayed that the house bill did not progress out of committee. Additionally, she commented on
the current standing of the prejudgment interest bill (SB 5155), noting that the amendment to
exclude public entities still exists.
 Executive Committee Preference for Meetings
Stating that the Executive Committee meetings have been held remotely since the pandemic
began, Bennett solicited input from Committee members regarding their preference for inperson or virtual meetings. As the result of past Committee-solicited direction, she pointed out
the decision to hold the January and May Full Board meetings virtually and the October Full
Board meeting in person.
Committee member preferences and suggestions expressed are as follows: Knight: in-person
once per quarter and hybrid for the others; Ellis: in-person once per quarter and hybrid option;
Lackey: in-person with remote option; Derosier: in-person with hybrid option; Farris: inperson once per quarter and hybrid option; and Loos: in-person with remote option.
In summary, Knight indicated that the Executive Committee will meet in person at the WCIA
Offices in Tukwila starting in April with the option of remote attendance via Zoom. She noted
that the April start date is based upon the Governor removing the statewide mask mandate by
then.
Executive Session
Ellis moved to enter executive session for a total of 65 minutes to discuss claims and
litigation pursuant to RCW 42.30.110(i) and performance of a public employee per RCW
42.30.110(g). Loos seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Committee members Knight, Loos, Lackey, Farris, Ellis, and Derosier entered executive
session at 10:36 a.m. Staff members Bennett, Stientjes, Brien, du Pont, and Counsel
Ragonesi were present at the session.
At 11:17 a.m., all staff members exited executive session. All Committee members, as
previously listed, and Counsel Ragonesi continued in executive session for the discussion
concerning the performance of a public employee. The executive session ended at 11:41 a.m.
Loos moved to authorize settlement authority for claims discussed and in the amounts
discussed during the executive session. Farris seconded. Motion carried unanimously.
Ellis moved to authorize the Executive Committee President to negotiate an
employment contract with the Executive Director and bring the recommendation back to
the Committee for consideration at the March meeting. Derosier seconded. Motion
carried unanimously.
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The Committee adjourned at 11:43 a.m.

Deborah Knight, President

Michele Neumann, Authority Secretary

Approved on: ______/______/2022
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WCIA EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
SETTLEMENT CONSENT AGENDA
MARCH 11, 2022
The following lawsuits and/or claims are submitted for Executive Committee final review and
approval of settlement:
1. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Jamie Rae Nelson
City of Lakewood
June 30, 2017
Motor vehicle accident
$320,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

2. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

5th Avenue Furniture
City of Sequim
June 1, 2020
Water main break
$106,433.45
Full release with no admission of liability

3. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Karl Frantz
City of Anacortes
November 14, 2017
Trip and Fall
$175,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

4. Claimant name:
Member:
Date of loss:
Nature of claim:
Settlement amount:
Settlement terms:

Rebecca Boyer
City of Moses Lake
February 1, 2018
Motor vehicle accident
$175,000.00
Full release with no admission of liability

______________________________________________________________
Authority President
Approved on _____/_____/2022
Attest: ________________________________________________________
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Action Item-3/11/2022
AGRiP Accreditation
Background
Beginning in 1994, and in each three-year increment thereafter, the Authority has
successfully participated in a national accreditation program sponsored by AGRiP,
(Association of Governmental Risk Pools), a national pooling association.
In creating this program, WCIA donated a similar Washington PRIMA chapter document
used to demonstrate to the Washington legislature that pools were properly
administrated in an effort to avoid regulation by the State Insurance Commissioner’s
Office.
That document was assimilated into a national program, on which WCIA and other
Washington pools later served as committee members. The program has since grown
in sophistication to encompass a lengthy questionnaire on operational elements
including:
1. Government Regulations and
Governing Documents
2. Staffing
3. Service Providers
4. Member Services
5. Coverage

6. Underwriting
7. Business Continuity
8. Data Security
9. Claims Management
10. Professional Development
11. Risk Management

Discussion
Each pool’s governing body, in our case the Executive Committee, must formally
approve the accuracy of the completed document. Answers must refer to state law or
the pool’s official documents as evidence of established policy, in addition to
documentation of specific operational practices.
Recommendation
Approval of the AGRiP 2022-2025 accreditation application for submittal to AGRiP.
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https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/

My Dashboard

Sign Out

Application Verification
Standard I: Governance
I-A.1. Pool maintains signed formation documents, such as articles of incorporation, a joint
powers agreement, or interlocal agreement
a. Please enter the name and date of last review for each of the formation documents

b. Explain review cycle, including frequency and how the process is documented within the
pool

c. Explain revision process, including revisions to legal and membership relationship updates
and approval process by membership

Yes

Interlocal Agreement was adopted in 1980, Members are added
and documented updated through Appendix to Interlocal
Agreement in 1991. Last review was conducted December 2021.
The members executing the Interlocal Agreement are required to
file the document with the auditor’s office of the county they are
located in or post it on their website. WCIA has the Interlocal
Agreement in a public area on its website. The 1991 revisions only
included housekeeping changes.
Any revisions of the Interlocal Agreement may be amended at
any time by the written approval of two-thirds of all City Councils
or Commissions of Cities signatory to it, or by an amendment
adopted in the manner provided for in the By-Laws.

d. Explain communication process to pool members, including frequency and what is
communicated

I-A.2. Pool has determined whether additional governing documentation, such as bylaws or

WCIA conducts three full board meetings annually to
communicate any changes in the WCIA coverage document or
operating By-Laws. Any proposed change is first brought before
the WCIA Executive Committee and then voted on by the WCIA
Full Board. The Full Board is comprised of a delegate from each
WCIA member.

Yes

governance policies, is necessary or desirable and adopted such policies if necessary
Date of last review
a. Explain review cycle, including frequency and how the process is documented within the pool

b. Explain revision process, including revisions to legal and membership relationship updates
and approval process by membership

1/14/2022
WCIA staff reviews By-Laws and policies on an as needed basis
throughout the year. Any change is documented in Full Board or
Executive Committee meeting minutes.
rules and procedures are outlined in both the WCIA interlocal
agreement and By-Laws. Any revisions by staff would first be
proposed to the Executive Committee. If approved the Executive
Committee then make a recommendation for approval at one of
the three annual Full Board meetings.

c. Explain communication process to pool members, including frequency and what is
communicated

WCIA meets three times a year to discuss any proposed change(s)
and allow the membership to approve or reject the change(s).
Communication would include the rationale for the change as
well as any proposed alternatives or consequences that could
result from the vote. WCIA also sends out a monthly newsletter to
all members discussing various pool governance issues as
needed.
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I-A.3. Member agreements other than formation or governance documents, if required, are
signed by both parties and copies are maintained by the pool
Date of last review
a. Explain review cycle, including frequency and how the process is documented within the pool

Yes

1/14/2022
WCIA staff will review the documents as the need for use arises.
Any proposed change would then be brought before a WCIA
committee for review and approval to the necessary WCIA
committee depending on the nature of the agreement. Some
agreements may require Executive Committee or Full Board
approval others may be procedural that can be approved by the
committee. All committee meetings requiring action have
minutes recorded and documented.

b. Explain revision process, including revisions to legal and membership relationship updates
and approval process by membership

Depending on the agreement some issues are just between
individual members and WCIA and WCIA will use our attorney to
review the forms as well as give the member a chance to review
as well. If a document impacts the entire membership it will be
reviewed by the Pool's authority counselor, voted on by the
Executive Committee for approval, then taken to the Full Board
for a vote and final passage.

c. Explain communication process to pool members, including frequency and what is
communicated

Communication will be on going at various Committee level
meetings, monthly newsletters, and three different Full Board
meetings.

I-A.4. Pool foundational and/or governing documents specifically address the following:
a. Membership eligibility
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. Membership obligation
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

c. Membership termination
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

d. Membership voting rights
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Bylaws Section 6. Powers of the Executive Committee and
Article 19 of the ILA "New Members", Resolution 29-83
Pool has required board policy
Article 17 of the Interlocal Agreement "Responsibilities of
Member Cities"
Pool has required board policy
Article 20 Withdrawal and Cancelation

Pool has required board policy
Article 7 Board of Directors and Article 8 Powers of Board of
Directors

e. Selection procedures and qualifications for the pool's governing body
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Article 10 Executive Committee of ILA and Article II Bylaws Board
of Directors

f. Powers and duties of the pool's governing body and any committees
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

g. Indemnification for liability of members of the governing body, officers, committee members

Pool has required board policy
Article II and Article III Bylaws Executive Committee and Board of
Directors. Article 11 of the ILA Officer's of the Authority
Pool has required board policy

and pool staff
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

WCIA Coverage Document includes coverage for WCIA and their
elected officials
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h. Requirements for annual actuarial reviews
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

i. Requirements for annual financial audits
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

j. How pool financial information will be shared with pool members
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

k. Dissolution of the pool
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

l. Distribution of pool assets and liabilities upon dissolution
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

m. How dividends or other distribution of pool assets upon circumstances other than
dissolution are determined and allocated among members
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

n. If assessments are authorized, circumstances for determining the assessment and allocating
it among members are defined
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

o. Whether members are jointly and severally liable within the pool
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

p. Provisions under which a member can leave the pool, and associated notice provisions the
member must give the pool
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

q. Whether a member remains responsible for any portion of its losses, or is eligible for any
distribution of pool assets, upon departure from the pool
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Bylaws Article VI assessment Determination and Appeal

Pool has required board policy
ILA Article 14 Accounts and Records Section (d) Annual Audit

Pool has required board policy
ILA Article 14 and Bylaws Audit Committee

Pool has required board policy
Article 23 ILA Termination and Distribution

Pool has required board policy
Article 23 Termination and Distribution

Pool has required board policy

Article 15 Responsibility for Monies

Pool has required board policy

Bylaws Article VI Assessment Determination and Appeal

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Joint Protection Plan section I. Authority Liability Coverage

Pool has required board policy

ILA Article 20 Withdrawal and Cancelation

Pool has required board policy

ILA Article 22 Effect of Withdrawal

I-A.5. The pool has determined its legal status, for example, as a public, private, or non-profit
entity

Yes

a. The pool maintains adequate records of its legal status

Yes

b. The pool has determined whether it is deemed a regulated insurer under state laws

Yes

c. The pool maintains adequate records of its status as a regulated insurer
Explain why the Standard is not applicable to the pool:

Not Applicable
The Pool is not a "regulated insurer"
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I-A.6. The pool has determined its federal tax status.

Yes

a. The pool maintains adequate records of its federal tax status

Yes

b. The pool has determined its state tax status

Yes

c. The pool maintains adequate records of its state tax status

Yes

d. The pool complies with all applicable state and federal requirements as determined by its

Yes

status

e. If applicable, the pool files timely tax returns

I-B.1. The governing body is regularly trained on fiduciary obligations.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

I-B.2. The governing body reviews and discusses overall pool financial solvency and financial
performance at least annually based upon benchmarks and comparisons established by the
governing body.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

Yes

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA executive Director and Authority legal counsel meet with all
newly elected Executive Committee members and provide
periodic training at committee meetings.

The pool meets the Standard

The Budget Committee first reviews the actuarial findings and
recommendations and then the Executive Committee is briefed
on findings. Resolution 227-13 A Resolution to establish usage of
an actuarial Total Fund Balance process to identify internal and
external financial risks, establish and preserve financial assets in
anticipation of those risk, and to establish procedures for risk
management usage of financial assets in excess of those risks.
WCIA conducts a "target fund balance" study for industry
benchmarking and financial comparison. the actuary provides and
the Executive and Budget Committees review solvency ratios
during rate setting meetings.

The governing body reviews and discusses projections and allocations for losses at least annually, including:
a. Allocations for loss development, including incurred but not reported losses

Yes

b. Allocations for allocated and unallocated loss adjustment expenses

Yes

c. Projections and allocations for contingency margins

Yes

I-B.3. The pool obtains competent legal advice regarding its own governance and operational
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/

The pool meets the Standard
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issues.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

a. Coverage counsel, general legal counsel, and defense counsel are segregated functions; or

Pool contracts with outside legal counsel. ILA Article 11 Officers
of the Authority (d) Attorney.

The pool meets the Standard

the pool Board has documented its approval to place more than one function with the same
legal advisor
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The Pool retains separate coverage counsel from authority
counsel and the authority counsel does not conduct defense
work for the Pool.

b. The pool requires counsel in any role not directly employed by the pool to have professional
liability insurance
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

Authority counsel provides evidence of insurance coverage via
certificate of insurance annually and contract with defense
counsel require they maintain professional liability coverage.

c. Outsourced legal advice roles are documented in written contracts that are compliant with
the contract provisions outlined in Standard III-A. of Service Provider Contracts

The pool meets the Standard

Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

All contracted attorneys are required to maintain and have
professional liability coverage and provide evidence of coverage
is maintained on file.

I-B.4. The governing body requires an annual actuarial study to determine reserve adequacy,
signed by a Fellow of the Casualty Actuarial Society or a Member of the American Academy of
Actuaries who is independent of the pool. (For pools employing an in-house actuary a biennial
peer review of reserve adequacy by an actuary independent of the pool is acceptable.)

Pool has required board policy

Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

a. The governing body, at minimum, receives a summary of the annual actuarial study every
year.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Bylaws, Article VI, Section 1, Assessment Determination

Pool has required board policy

Bylaws, Article VI, Section 1, Assessment Determination. Actuarial
study performed annually to meet the requirements of WAC 200100-3001. Latest actual study dated July 2021.

I-B.5. The governing body annually reviews the pool's net position policy.

Yes

Pool net position policy includes at minimum:
a. Methodology used for determining net position adequacy
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 227-13 A Resolution to establish usage of an actuarial
Total Fund Balance process to identify internal and external
financial risks, establish and preserve financial assets in
anticipation of those risk, and to establish procedures for risk
management usage of financial assets in excess of those risks.

b. A defined target net position amount and/or range
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 227-13 A Resolution to establish usage of an actuarial
Total Fund Balance process to identify internal and external
financial risks, establish and preserve financial assets in
anticipation of those risk, and to establish procedures for risk
management usage of financial assets in excess of those risks.
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c. How net position levels will be communicated to pool members
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 227-13 A Resolution to establish usage of an actuarial
Total Fund Balance process to identify internal and external
financial risks, establish and preserve financial assets in
anticipation of those risk, and to establish procedures for risk
management usage of financial assets in excess of those risks.

d. The method of calculating return of net position to members, including whether allocations
are made based upon coverage year or all years of pool operation
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy

Resolution 227-13 A Resolution to establish usage of an actuarial
Total Fund Balance process to identify internal and external
financial risks, establish and preserve financial assets in
anticipation of those risk, and to establish procedures for risk
management usage of financial assets in excess of those risks.

I-B.6. The pool annually reviews its net position level in relation to the target net position and
considers the net position when making annual funding decisions.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

I-B.7. The governing body reviews its written assessment policy at least every five years.

The pool meets the Standard

Resolution 227-13 A Resolution to establish usage of an actuarial
Total Fund Balance process to identify internal and external
financial risks, establish and preserve financial assets in
anticipation of those risk, and to establish procedures for risk
management usage of financial assets in excess of those risks.
Resolution 140-96 Risk Financing and Resolution 151-97 A
Resolution to Further Develop Undesignated Members’ Reserve
Policies and Practices.

Yes

Pool assessment policy includes at minimum:
a. The circumstances that may trigger an assessment
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. Methodology used for determining overall assessment
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

c. Methodology for allocating assessments among pool members, including whether
assessments are made based upon coverage year or years of pool operation
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

d. Whether and how members that leave the pool are responsible for their assessments
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

e. How and when assessment parameters and the need for assessment will be communicated
to the governing body and pool members
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

f. How and when the assessment will be communicated to pool members
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:
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Pool has required board policy
WCIA Bylaws Article VI. Member Assessments and Appeal

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Bylaws Article VI. Member Assessments and Appeal

Pool has required board policy

WCIA Bylaws Article VI. Member Assessments and Appeal

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Interlocal Article 20 Withdrawal and Cancelation

Pool has required board policy

WCIA Bylaws Article VI. Member Assessments and Appeal

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Bylaws Article VI. Member Assessments and Appeal
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I-B.8. The governing body annually reviews the pool's investment policies, practices, and
performance.

Yes

Pool investment policy includes at minimum:
a. Goals and intended use of investment income
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Investment Policy & Resolution 261-21. It is the policy of
the Washington Cities Insurance Authority (WCIA) to invest public
funds in a manner which will provide primarily a high level of
security and secondarily, investment returns while meeting the
daily cash flow demands of WCIA and conforming to all state and
local statutes governing the investment of public funds.

b. Allowed allocation of invested assets, including regulatory constraints
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

c. Portfolio diversification, liquidity, and duration expectations
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

d. Explicit delegation of authority regarding investment decisions
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Investment Policy & Resolution 261-21

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Investment Policy & Resolution 261-21. Comparative
Selection of Investment Instruments For specific maturities
Pool has required board policy
WCIA Investment Delegation of Authority, Policy & Resolution
261-21, WCIA Bylaws

e. Provisions for controls regarding invested assets, including those that address separation of
duties, safekeeping and custodial procedures
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

f. How and when the governing body will be made aware of investment allocations, results, and
related activities
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

g. How and when the governing body will interact directly with investment managers, advisors,
and/or consultants
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

I-B.9. The pool annually prepares financial statements in accordance with generally accepted

Pool has required board policy

WCIA Investment Policy Internal Controls & Resolution 261-21

Pool has required board policy

WCIA Investment Policy Reporting Requirements & Resolution
261-21
Pool has required board policy

WCIA Investment Policy Qualified Institutions and Dealers, &
Resolution 261-21

Yes

accounting principles as applied to pools or as required by state law.

a. The governing body receives and reviews annual financial statements

Yes

I-B.10. An annual audit of the pool's financial records is conducted by a qualified independent
certified public accountant or state audit agency and includes a signed opinion regarding the

Yes

financial statements.
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/
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a. The audit firm directly reports its findings to the governing body, whether reporting to the
entire body or a designated committee

Yes

b. If the audit firm reports directly to a designated committee, the entire governing board still
receives and reviews the audit report

Yes

c. The audit includes a report on internal controls

Yes

d. The audit includes a report on the status of the previous year's recommended audit actions,
along with any activity by the pool in follow-up

Yes

e. The pool responds to any reportable conditions in the audit report within a reasonable

Yes

period of time

I-B.11. The governing body has determined when and how annual financial reports are
distributed to pool members.

Yes

I-B.12. Pool physical asset inventory and control policy includes at minimum:
a. Periodic inventory of physical assets
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. Recording of assets in the pool's financial records
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

c. A process to report asset changes to the responsible party
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 234-15 & WCIA Fixed Asset and Inventory Control
Policy Annual Physical lnventorv Each year finance and
information technologies will verify presence of assets and small
and attractive assets and sign off on the inventory listings. A
signed copy of the certified inventory will be kept for auditing
purposes.
Pool has required board policy
Resolution 234-15 & WCIA Fixed Asset and Inventory Control
Policy
Pool has required board policy
Resolution 234-15 & WCIA Fixed Asset and Inventory Control
Policy Changes in Status of Assets All assets or equipment that is
stolen, damaged or obsolete will be reported to finance. Finance
and/or information technologies will dispose of equipment via
surplus, recycling, donation or disposal as appropriate.

I-C.1. New Directors receive an orientation to the pool’s governance structure, operations, legal
and fiduciary responsibilities, budget, actuarial review, financial and investment policies.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

Executive Committee Handbook, New Delegate Orientations
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I-C.2. The governing body approves minutes of its meetings.

Yes

a. The governing body has made a determination about minutes being distributed or otherwise
made available to members

Yes

I-C.3. The governing body adopts and maintains a long-range or strategic plan.

Yes

Date last adopted:

a. The long-range or strategic plan includes a strategy for maintaining adequate net position to
respond to unanticipated events causing significant financial impact to the pool

9/9/2021

The pool meets the Standard

Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

Strategic Plan Goal I. Protect and maintain WCIA's financial
stability to ensure longevity.

I-C.4. The governing body has methods to review both the strategic plan and operational work
plans over time and to assess overall performance against the plans.

Yes

Date last reviewed:

I-C.5. The governing body regularly considers whether and how the pool's investment strategy

9/10/2021

The pool meets the Standard

connects to its net position and/or assessment policies.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

I-C.6. The governing body has adopted a records management and retention policy.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

The WCIA investment committee reports back to the Executive
Committee annually regarding returns and ability to offset future
rates with anticipated returns. Treasurer provides investment
return to Executive Committee in Quarterly Reports.

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Records Management Policy

The adopted records management and retention policy outlines the treatment of all records, regardless of form, including at a minimum:
a. When records may be destroyed
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. Records that must be kept permanently
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Records Management Policy WCIA follows Washington
State law regarding the records retention and destruction
schedule RCW 40.14.020
Pool has required board policy
WCIA Records Management Policy WCIA follows Washington
State law regarding the records retention and destruction
schedule RCW 40.14.020
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c. Records archiving practices
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

d. Whether and how the pool complies with any state required records retention and storage
requirements
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Records Management Policy WCIA follows Washington
State law regarding the records retention and destruction
schedule RCW 40.14
Pool has required board policy

WCIA Records Management Policy WCIA follows Washington
State law regarding the records retention and destruction
schedule RCW 40.14

e. Documented process to prevent modification and deletion of permanent electronic files
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Records Management Policy WCIA follows Washington
State law regarding the records retention and destruction
schedule RCW 40.14.020

f. Separation of confidential records from public records
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

g. Documented process for responding to public records requests
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
WCIA Records Management Policy Files are kept in secure
cabinets and separated when relevant.
Pool has required board policy
WCIA Public Disclosure Policies and Procedures

I-C.7. The governing body has determined under what circumstances to make copies of current
and former binders, correspondence, policies, endorsements and certificates of excess and/or
reinsurance available to members for review.

Yes

I-C.8. The governing body makes periodic evaluations of the quality, stability and financial
solvency of all past and present reinsurance, excess, and insurance providers.

Yes

I-C.9. The governing body adopts an annual operating (non-loss expense) budget.

Yes

a. The governing body at least annually receives a budget comparison that includes meaningful

Yes

metrics to monitor actual-to-budgeted performance

I-C.10. The pool insures or self-insures its administrative and operational risks, including:
a. Errors and omissions

Yes

b. Directors and officers

Yes

24
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c. General liability

Yes

d. Auto liability

Yes

e. Workers' compensation

Yes

f. Property

Yes

g. Employee fidelity

Yes

h. Fiduciary liability

Yes

I-C.11. The pool has a Code of Conduct applicable to the pool governing body and staff
(whether directly employed by the pool or under contract) that is generally consistent with the
AGRiP Model Code of Conduct.

Yes

Date Code of Conduct was adopted:

5/19/2009

Standard II: Staffing
II-A.1 The pool's authority to directly employ staff is expressly granted and documented
accordingly.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

a. Authority to set terms of employment is documented
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. Authority to set compensation (including bonuses) is documented
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy

Interlocal Agreement, Article 8, Powers of the Board of Directors
and Bylaws, Article III, Section 8, Executive Director
Pool has required board policy
Interlocal Agreement, Article 8, Powers of the Board of Directors
and Bylaws, Article III, Section 8, Executive Director
Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook, approved by Resolution 243- 18 by the
Executive Committee on January 12, 2018, Compensation.
Resolution 136-95 adopting a policy regarding compensation and
benefits for the employees of Washington Cities Insurance
Authority reviewed annually by the Executive Committee at
September meeting.

c. Authority to set employee benefits (including leave) is documented
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook, approved by Resolution 243- 18 by the
Executive Committee on January 12, 2018, Benefits and Leave

d. The scope of authority delegated to staff is clearly defined
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
Bylaws , Article III, Officers and Employees
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

II-A.2 Written policies are in place addressing and/or defining:
a. Staff performance and management reviews
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. FTE
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

c. Expected work hours
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

d. Expense reimbursements
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

e. The acceptance of gifts, perks or other benefits from outside entities
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

f. Conflicts of interest for key staff members
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

g. Antidiscrimination
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Performance Appraisals

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Employment

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Hours of Work

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Expense Reimbursement

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Code of Ethics

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Conflict of Interests

Pool has required board policy
Employee Handbook - Employee Relations Anti-discrimination

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

II-A.3 Employment and personnel policies are:
a. Reviewed regularly based on a documented process

Yes

b. Communicated to staff at least annually

Yes

c. Communicated to the Board at least annually

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard III: Service Provider Contracts
III-A. The pool has a written policy that all contracts for services between the pool and a service provider include the following contract provisions:
1. Agreement Term
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy
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2. Scope of services provided
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

3. Form and timing of periodic reporting by the service provider to the pool
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

4. Performance measures and corresponding reporting methods
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

5. Compensation details
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

6. Ownership and confidentiality of pool information
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

7. Business continuity obligations of the service provider
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

8. Records retention standards and accountabilities
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

9. Compliance with applicable state and federal regulations
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

10. Indemnification of the parties and insurance requirements
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

11. Assignability of the contracted relationship

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy

Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

12. Cancellation and termination of the agreement

Pool has required board policy

Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

13. Breach definition and remedies
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

14. Legal venue to resolve disputes
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

15. Choice of law
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 250-18 Purchasing/Contract Policy

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.
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III-B. The pool has a defined dollar amount for service contracts above which it utilizes a
transparent, competitive selection process for the procurement of services; or has documented
reasons why a competitive selection process is not being used for a service above the
documented dollar amount.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy

Resolution 250-18 Competitive solicitation standards for
consulting contracts requires a formal competitive solicitation
process and are available for review by the state risk manager and
state auditor.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

III-C. The pool has defined review protocols and authority levels for entering into contracts on
behalf of the pool.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

1. The pool Board has established a dollar amount above which it reviews and approves service
contracts
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

2. Authority to enter into contracts on behalf of the pool is clearly defined
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy

By-Laws Section VII, Execution of Contracts ; Resolution 250-18,
Executive Director Contract Authority

Pool has required board policy

Resolution 187-04, Executive Director Contract Authority- $50,000

Pool has required board policy
By-Laws Section VII, Execution of Contracts ; Resolution 250-18,
Executive Director Contract Authority

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

III-D. The pool has a defined process for legal review of all service contracts entered into on
behalf of the pool. Such process may include variable parameters for legal review based upon
type of service and/or dollar amount of contracts.

The pool meets the Standard

Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

All contracts requiring board approval are reviewed by General
Counsel. Contracts approved by Executive Director are reviewed
by General Counsel on an as needed basis.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

III-E. The pool Board receives annual documentation of service contracts the pool is engaged
in, including contract compensation parameters and especially noting any contract terms with
any service provider that involve the pool paying and/or receiving commission-based fees,

Yes

percentage of savings, or similar compensation structures.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.
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III-F. If the pool uses agents/brokers to place member business, the Board receives full

Yes

disclosure about compensation to such agents/brokers on a regular basis.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

III-G. Under no circumstances, whether or not there is a written contract for services, does the
pool require or expect service providers to provide gifts, perks, or other benefits to its
governing board or staff as a condition of doing business with the pool.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard IV: Member Services
IV-A. The pool has documented strategies addressing:
1. Member retention goals and methods

Yes

2. Prioritization of in-person visits to members

Yes

3. Growth goals and methods, including marketing initiatives to potential pool members

Yes

4. Orientation of new pool members

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-B.1. The pool has determined the appropriate frequency, format and content for
communicating important pool information to its members in order to facilitate its members’
understanding about the pool’s values, operations and efficacy.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-B.2. The pool communicates the following information to its members
a. The pool's overall strategic vision or plan

Yes

b. The pool's value proposition in the market

Yes

c. Net position of the pool in the current year and over time

Yes

https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/
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d. Basic information about pool coverages, limits, member deductible options, etc.

Yes

e. Loss trends such as major types of losses (measured by frequency and/or severity) or new

Yes

risk areas

f. Membership data on the whole, for example the total number of members, total pool
exposures, etc.

Yes

g. Services offered by the pool including training courses, onsite risk management reviews or

Yes

evaluations, wellness programs, grants, phone consultation services, etc.; and the number of
such services provided to members

h. Decisions and important actions of the pool's governing body that could impact members

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-C.1. The pool has considered whether and how to measure member satisfaction with its:
a. Coverages

Yes

b. Claims functions

Yes

c. Enrollment meetings

Yes

d. Underwriting practices

Yes

e. Risk management services

Yes

f. Communication methods with members

Yes

g. Any other pool-determined important measure of effective member services and/or member
relationships

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-C.2. The pool's governing body is regularly apprised of key findings from member
satisfaction evaluations.

Reviewer Communication
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/
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There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-D.1. The pool has considered how it will meet member relationship goals and objectives
relative to roles within its member agencies, for instance elected officials, administrators,
agents or brokers, and other key people.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-D.2. The pool has a system, tool and/or workflow in place to measure the pool’s

Yes

performance toward building and maintaining member relationships.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IV-E. The pool communicates with representatives about their individual roles and responsibilities to build or maintain a positive relationship with pool members
including:
1. Board Members

Yes

2. Staff

Yes

3. Contracted employees

Yes

4. Third party administrators working for the pool

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard V: Coverage
V-A. Coverage Documentation
1. The pool provides clear documentation of coverage to its members. Coverage

Yes

documentation is regularly reviewed for ease of understanding, flow of information, and
member comprehension.

2. Coverage documentation (including member communication) is consistent with state laws or

Yes

regulations about whether coverage provided by the pool is "insurance."

3. The pool provides a certificate of coverage to all members, agents, business partners, and/or
to their contracted indemnitees as required by law, and/or as requested.

Yes
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

V-B. Coverage Adequacy
The pool regularly examines and evaluates the coverage it provides members to determine whether new coverage should be introduced, or existing coverage
modified. The process to review coverage includes:
1. Considering input from members

Yes

2. Reviewing state or national coverage regulations and requirements, and changes in
legislation or regulation that might impact coverage

Yes

3. Gathering input from claims, underwriting, member services, risk management, or other
departments

Yes

4. Consulting with reinsurance, excess, or stop loss partners

Yes

5. Reviewing local and national insurance market trends, market competition, market coverage
and pricing

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

V-B.1 Coverage Change Management
The pool effectively manages, documents, and communicates coverage changes. In doing so, the pool:
a. Maintains historical records about what coverage changes have taken place, with effective
dates

Yes

b. Documents and follows approval processes, including whether coverage changes need
approval by the governing body, regulators, reinsurance and excess partners, or others

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

V-B.2 Coverage Legal Review
a. The pool has determined how frequently coverage counsel will be engaged to review
coverage documentation (existing and/or proposed), and engages such review.

b. Please include the date coverage documents were last reviewed by coverage counsel:

Yes

1/14/2022

1/14/2022

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.
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V-C. Coverage Disputes
The pool has a documented process for resolving member coverage disputes that includes
staff authorities, escalation to the governing body, when counsel will be engaged to guide the

Pool has required board policy

pool, and any outside remedies or processes that members may elect.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Bylaws, Article VII, Sections 1, Coverage determination and
Appeal, and Section 2, Coverage Determinations

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard VI: Underwriting
VI-A Underwriting Criteria
1. The pool has written and objective underwriting criteria to evaluate member risk and pricing.

Yes

The pool has an application that prospective members complete in order to request coverage,
and a method for gathering data about any risk changes upon member renewal.

2. The pool has determined its overall pricing philosophy for new and renewing members and
establishes annual goals relative to overall underwriting performance, such as a target for
overall underwriting income and/or a rate target for the year.

Yes

3. The pool has determined how pool expenses including losses, loss adjustment expenses, and
administrative expenses will be allocated among members.

Yes

4. The pool has determined whether and to what extent a member's exposure(s) and
experience will impact its required contributions.

Yes

5. The pool has determined the degree to which underwriting discretion can be asserted in
member pricing.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VI-B Underwriting Systems and Data
The pool has a system or set of systems that allow it to collect, maintain, report, and analyze member underwriting information, with at least the following minimum
capabilities:
1. Generate reports by member entity, member contributions, coverage type, and other
appropriate variables determined by the pool

Yes

2. Report current and historical exposures and rates, by member entity

Yes

3. Provide summary and detailed analysis of exposures to effectively interact with reinsurance
and/or excess insurance partners, actuaries, regulators, and others as may be appropriate or

Yes

required
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VI-C Underwriting Communication
1. The pool communicates its overall underwriting goals and methods to its members,
including deadlines for submitting underwriting information and any consequences that might

Yes

apply.

2. The pool provides members with information about upcoming rate and/or contribution
changes in a manner that is timely and aligns with the pool’s notice provisions for member

Yes

withdrawal.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VI-D Insurance Agents and Brokers
1. The pool has determined whether members may or must place coverage with the pool
through an insurance agent or broker.
Explain why the standard is not applicable to the pool:

Required policy is not applicable to the pool

WCIA does not accept new member quotes through brokers or
agents

2. If the pool allows or requires a member to use an agent or broker intermediary, it clearly communicates with both the agent/broker and the member entity about:
a. The role of the agent or broker with the pool and any compensation paid by the pool to the

Not Applicable

agent or broker (including fees or commissions embedded within the member's contribution)
Explain why the Standard is not applicable to the pool:

WCIA does not accept new member quotes through brokers or
agents

b. Expectations of the member, regardless of the presence and role of the agent/broker

Yes

c. Communications the pool will make to its member directly

Yes

3. The pool has determined whether and on what basis it will pay member agents or brokers.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard VII: Business Continuity
VII-A. The pool has assessed business continuity risks and has adopted a written, all hazards business continuity plan outlining procedures and resources needed to
maintain core pool business operations and assist in recovery of full operations upon significant interruption of any sort. Such plan identifies:
1. Alternate necessary business supplies
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Other alternate necessary business resources
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan and ILA Agreement with another
Risk Pool in place.

The pool meets the Standard
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Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. Alternate business location(s)
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

WCIA Business Continuity Plan

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan and ILA with another Risk Pool to
use facilities.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-B. The business continuity plan addresses:
1. Recovery of critical data during a significant business interruption
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Access to critical data during a significant business interruption
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. Parameters for securing data that may be private and/or confidential during significant
interruption to normal business operations
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Recovery Strategies

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - off site data storage

The pool meets the Standard

WCIA Business Continuity Plan - off site data storage and
temporary facilities

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-C. The business continuity plan clearly defines:
1. When it will be invoked or implemented
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. The team responsible for implementation
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. How notification will be made to staff
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

4. How notification will be made to service providers
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

5. How notification will be made to members
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Plan Activation

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Plan Activation

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Communications

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Communications

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Communications

practice:
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6. Who is responsible for external communications
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Communications

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-D. The pool maintains and updates contact information for persons that may need to be contacted during a major interruption to business, including:
1. Vendors
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Members
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. Pool board directors
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Communications Vendors

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Emergency Alert

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Emergency Alert

practice:

4. Staff
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Emergency Alert

practice:
Such contact information is:
5. Accessible in electronic form
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

6. Accessible in paper form
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

7. Maintained offsite
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA maintains back-up data off site.

The pool meets the Standard
Printed copies of the WCIA Business Continuity plan available

The pool meets the Standard
Data is backed up and available off site.

practice:

8. Accessible to multiple pool staff
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
Staff have access to the materials.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-E. The pool has documented how its business continuity plan will be reviewed, maintained,
and tested over time

The pool meets the Standard

Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

Plan is reviewed by the WCIA Safety Committee annually.
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1. The pool communicates relevant aspects of its business continuity plan to all staff at least
annually
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

The pool meets the Standard

Employees receive updates as needed and reviewed annually.

practice:

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-F. The pool has adopted an emergency response plan defining procedures and actions taken immediately following a crisis event. The plan includes:
1. Directing people and resources away from danger
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Evacuating facilities
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. Working with first responders to ensure safety
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Property and Employee
Protection

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Property and Employee
Protection

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Business Continuity Plan - Property and Employee
Protection, Facility shutdown procedures

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-G. The pool regularly holds emergency drills and/or training sessions to ensure staff are

The pool meets the Standard

aware of emergency response procedures.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

Safety Committee schedule periodic drills to evacuate

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VII-H. The pool maintains all related current and former binders, correspondence, policies,
endorsements and certificates for excess and/or reinsurance.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard VIII: Data Security
VIII-A. The pool has a procedure to:
1. Track inventory of all hardware authorized to access its computer network
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy
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2. Track inventory of all devices authorized to access its computer network
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. Track inventory of all software authorized to access its computer network
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-B. The pool actively manages the security configuration of hardware authorized to access
its network to prevent exploitation of vulnerable services and settings.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-C. If the pool allows access to its network for pool purposes by any personally-owned devices from any source, such as staff-owned or service provider mobile
phones, laptops, or tablets, it has a written policy regarding:
1. Acceptable use of devices
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

2. Allowed devices
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

3. Support for devices
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

4. Security protocols for pool data
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Pool has required board policy
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-D. The pool has data security and protection procedures in place to prevent data compromise and the unintentional release of sensitive information, including:
1. Hardware and infrastructure protection
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy.
WCIA employees a full-time Information Services Manager and
incorporates and updates hardware and network firewalls.

2. Protection from user-based risks
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-E. The pool actively protects and backs up electronic files, including:
1. Provisions for housing back-up data separately from the pool's main storage site
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Provisions for testing back-up storage on a periodic basis
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy. All
data is backed up off site and migrated to the cloud.

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy and
WCIA IT staff conduct periodic tests as needed.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-F. The pool has defined the use, assignment, revocation, and configuration of administrative privileges for:
1. Computers
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Networks
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

3. Applications
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy and
Employee Handbook use of Computers.

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy and
Employee Handbook use of Equippment

The pool meets the Standard
Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy.
Employee Handbook use of cell phones and Applications.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-G. The pool regularly informs all users with access to its system about smart cyber use

The pool meets the Standard

activities.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

IT staff conduct periodic testing and training to employees.

practice:

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-H. The pool regularly conducts data vulnerability assessments and remediates issues when

The pool meets the Standard

necessary.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

VIII-I. All hardware, software, data use and data storage systems are compliant where necessary

The pool meets the Standard

with relevant federal and state laws.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

Resolution 235-15, Establishing an Information Security Policy

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard IX: Claims Management
IX-A. Claims Management and Administration
Regardless of whether the pool administers claims using in-house staff or a contracted relationship, the pool has written procedures addressing the entire life cycle
of claims management and administration activities and shares them with the administration team regularly, including at a minimum procedures that address:
1. Initial notice and intake procedures for new claims

Yes

2. Adjuster assignments and supervisory oversight

Yes

3. File notes and claim documentation

Yes

4. Reserving practices, including reserve changes or updates

Yes

5. Timeliness standards for claims adjusting activities

Yes

6. Claim investigation methods, expectations and activities

Yes

7. Methods to raise coverage questions or other reasons a claim might be denied, and the
process for doing so

Yes

8. Member and/or claimant communication expectations throughout the life of a claim

Yes

9. Methods to identify and effectively manage claims with potential to be more severe than
originally expected

Yes

10. Subrogation and salvage activities and expectations

Yes

11. Timely and complete reporting of claims to the pool’s reinsurers or excess carriers, and
tracking of recoverables

Yes

40
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IX-A.1. Regardless of whether the pool administers claims using in-house staff or a contracted relationship, the pool assures:
a. The claims administration staff are provided regular training to assure their understanding of

Yes

and compliance with documented claims processes, procedures, and expectations

b. The claims administration staff has regular opportunity to discuss challenging claims,
roundtable claim results and processes, and consider opportunities for better managing
member claims

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IX-A.2. Regardless of whether the pool administers claims using in-house staff or a contracted relationship, the pool has specific written policies regarding:
a. Claim settlement authority levels and hierarchy, including whether and when a committee or
governing body must approve settlements
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

b. An appeals process for members to dispute claim denials, including whether and when
escalation to the governing body is allowed
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Pool has required board policy

WCIA Claims Manual and Resolution 168-01 A Resolution
increasing staff claims and lawsuits settlement authority, updating
payment procedures and reflecting said changes in the Joint
Protection Program, Section V: Claims Process.
Pool has required board policy

WCIA Liability Joint Protection Plan

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IX-B Claims Data Management
The pool has an electronic system or set of systems that allows the pool to maintain, report, and analyze claim information and claim financial data with at least the
following minimum capabilities:
1. Generate claim reports by member entity, claimant, subscriber, or other appropriate variable

Yes

that has been consciously determined by the pool

2. Report accurate financial data by claim including amount paid, claim or case reserves, and
recoverables

Yes

3. Report total incurred and paid claims by line of business, as of a given valuation date

Yes

4. Reconcile claims data to the pool’s financial accounting system

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.
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IX-B.1 The pool has determined what member-specific claims data and information it will
provide to a member and on what basis and/or timing it will do so.

Yes

The pool provides to any requesting member the member's own claims for requested time period of data including, at a minimum:
a. Claim identifiers (claimant, facility, etc.)

Yes

b. Dates of loss

Yes

c. Amounts paid by claim

Yes

d. Any electronic claims system(s) in place at the pool (whether or not the systems are owned
and maintained by the pool directly) are appropriately secured and accessible only by
appropriate and authorized users.

Yes

e. The pool has taken adequate steps to assure its claims data are fully accessible, portable, and
able to be converted to a new system if necessary for any reason.

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IX-C Litigation Management
The pool maintains litigation management practices including at a minimum:
1. Attorney qualifications required to defend claims on behalf of member entities
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

2. Criteria and a process for accepting or approving attorneys to defend claims on behalf of
member entities
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Claims Manual

The pool meets the Standard

WCIA Claims Manual

practice:

3. Criteria and a process for accepting a defense attorneys not otherwise approved by the pool

The pool meets the Standard

Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

WCIA Claims Manual

practice:

4. Required reporting by the defense attorney to the pool about litigation status, budget, and

The pool meets the Standard

overall case management
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or

WCIA Claims Manual

practice:

5. Required communication by the defense attorney to the member entity, including regular
status reports or updates
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

WCIA Claims Manual
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6. Performance standards or guidelines for defense attorneys
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA Claims Manual and all adjusters communicate their
communication expectations and guidelines for the attorneys to
follow.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IX-D Independent Claims Audit
Regardless of whether the pool administers claims using in-house staff or a contracted relationship, the pool conducts a claims audit by a qualified firm or
individual, at least once every three years. The claims audit is conducted by a firm or person independent of the pool and its claims administrators, reinsurers or
excess carriers.
The independent claims audit includes, at a minimum, review of the following key components of the pool’s claims management policies and procedures:
Timely claims handling
Claim file documentation and supervisory oversight
Adherence to claim payment and settlement authorities
Claim reserving practices
Adequacy of claims investigation
Adequacy of claim communication with the pool member and claimant
Litigation management activities
Alignment of loss experience reports to case reserves and payments
The pool governing body is provided a written report of findings from the audit, including any
areas of deficiencies or exceptions and how the pool will address such deficiencies.
Cite policy (or section of policy) fulfilling standard:

Please include the date of the last claims audit.

Pool has required board policy

An independent claim audit is performed every two years in
accordance with a reinsurer’s requirement. An independent claims
audit was completed in 2016, 2018, 2020. The 2020 claim audit
was awarded by public bid. WCIA received five bids. Praxis
Consulting completed the 2018 claims audit, November 29, 2018.
9/15/2020

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

IX.E The pool has a documented procedure to address how claims will be managed and
processed when they present an actual, potential, or perceived conflict to the claims staff

The pool meets the Standard

relative to the pool’s governance activities and/or governing body.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

WCIA Claims Manual

The intent of this standard is to address the handling and management of such claims, not the governance conflict that may exist.
Examples might include a disputed valuation for a property claim from the member entity of a director sitting on the governing body of the pool; a pool governing
body director with a workers’ comp claim against the pool; or an auto liability claim involving a member of the pool’s governing body. Another possible claims
conflict would be if a pool employee or member of the governing body has a claim against the pool for an action the pool self-insures.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard X: Professional Development
X-A The pool has established professional development expectations for its governing body about:
1. Public entity pooling structure and regulation
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/
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2. The roles, responsibilities, and decision making authority of governing body members

Yes

3. Methods and degree of oversight the governing body provides for pool financial status,
including the pool's net position policy

Yes

4. How the pool allocates costs and risks among members and the impact of its overall pricing

Yes

philosophies

5. The pool's reinsurance, excess insurance, and/or stop loss model and retention(s)

Yes

6. The pool's investment practices and investment management oversight

Yes

7. Financial and operational industry norms and best practices

Yes

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

X-B.1 As related to all pool staff, whether employed or contracted and applicable regardless of tenure or role at the pool:
a. The pool has established expectations for professional development through relevant
training and ongoing education

Yes

b. The pool identifies appropriate professional development opportunities

Yes

c. The pool has determined whether certifications are required or recommended and to what
extent ongoing education costs are reimbursed

Yes

d. The pool provides onboarding and orientation pertinent to the job duties

Yes

e. The pool provides professional networking opportunities with other public entity pools,

Yes

professional organizations or associations, and service provider partners

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

X-B.2 Staff directly employed by the pool are provided:
a. Annual performance goals

Yes

b. At least annual performance feedback

Yes

c. Job specific skills training

Yes

44
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

Standard XI: Risk Management
XI-A The pool regularly examines member loss exposures and loss performance to determine
its risk management philosophy.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

Each member is visited annually by a risk management
representative and losses and risk philosophy and RM Audits are
conducted.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

XI-B The pool has identified overall risk management goals and desired outcomes.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard
WCIA COMPACT requires all members adhere to certain RM
benchmarks including training, audit, and annual review.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

XI-C The pool has considered how, when and where to prioritize deployment of risk
management resources or programs to members.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

WCIA has various member committees that work on determing
annual Risk Management Audit topics and other risk
management criteria that all members are required to follow.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

XI-D The pool communicates its overall risk management philosophy, goals and priorities to its
members, staff and contracted service providers.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The pool meets the Standard

WCIA has three full board meetings and members are required to
attend at least one full board meeting annually. WCIA has a long
range planning and Risk Management Committee that members
serve on.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

XI-E The pool provides, delivers or promotes risk management programs to members with
content specifically designed to avoid or reduce known risks.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:
https://submissions.mirasmart.com/AGRiP/myApplication/2022/printFriendly/
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Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.

XI-F The pool has established and documented risk management standards or expectations

The pool meets the Standard

members must meet.
Explain how Standard is met. This Standard may be met via board policy, statute, procedure or
practice:

The WCIA COMPACT identifies training, pool attentiveness, and
risk management practices that members must follow.

Reviewer Communication
There are no comments or questions posted for this section yet.
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Action Item-3/11/2022
New Membership: City of Wenatchee
Background
The City of Wenatchee is currently a member of another risk pool and has asked to join
WCIA. The City is very familiar with risk pools and is looking to take advantage of
WCIA programs by joining our pre-membership program.
Discussion
The City of Wenatchee has an estimated population of 35,140 residents and has a
proposed 2022 budget for 194 full-time equivalent positions. The City will be a fullservice Group 3 City with their own police (approximately 44 commissioned officers).
The City provides utilities (water, sewer, and storm water), wastewater treatment and
utilizes Chelan County District Court for court services. Wenatchee is a mayor-council
form of government with a full time Mayor and eight department heads. The City
contracts with the Davis Arneil Law Firm for city attorney and prosecutorial services.
Based upon the loss information provided, Wenatchee reflects a better than average
Group 3 loss history and they are committed to risk management and are eager to
attend trainings and begin risk management services. The City agrees to the terms of
membership participation, COMPACT requirements, and assessment responsibilities
and is desirous of entering into an interlocal agreement for pre-membership immediately
with membership in the liability and property program beginning January 1, 2023 to
coincide with their expiring coverages.
The City would be adding over $203 million dollars in scheduled property values and
over $3 million in auto values to both programs respectively.
Recommendation
Approval of the City of Wenatchee for pre-membership effective upon their returning the
signed pre-member memorandum of understanding, and for membership in the WCIA
liability, property and auto physical damage programs effective January 1, 2023.
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Executive Director Report
March 11, 2022 Executive Committee Meeting
2022 WellCity Award
Once again WCIA has earned a WellCity Award! This achievement earns WCIA a 2%
discount on the AWC Trust medical premiums in 2023. This was particularly challenging in
the second year of the global pandemic. Thanks goes to our Wellness Coordinator Michele
Neumann and the Wellness Committee members: Carlene Brown, Debbi Sellers, Drew
Brien, Jared Burbidge and Katie Madsen.
WCIA Forums
The popular training format, WCIA Forums, has resulted in our ability to reach many
members with WCIA’s risk management message. The latest Police Chiefs Forum will
focus on understanding and risk managing the new law regarding police officer certification.
The Criminal Justice Training Commission’s Executive Director Monica Alexander will join
Authority Counsel Shannon Ragonesi in presenting this forum that currently has over 70
registrants. Additionally, a Human Resources Forum focusing on legal updates, risk
management advice and emerging trends in employment was just announced.
COMPACT Audits
The Risk Management Reps have begun this year’s COMPACT Annual Review and Audits.
For the first two months, March and April, the audits will take place virtually with the hope
that in person meetings could resume in May. As always, staff will follow local protocols
and safety measures.
Executive Committee Succession Plan
The strategic plan includes the development of an Executive Committee Succession Plan.
Previous ideas that were recommended by the Long Range Planning Committee included:






A Mentorship Program made up of Executive Committee members.
A Certification Program for Risk Management (WCIA trainings) and Pooling
Concepts (AGRiP modules).
Educate members on what committees there are at WCIA, the committee processes,
and the time commitment. Testimonials from people that are on the committees.
Executive Committee to conduct delegate outreach encouraging them to consider
serving. Explain the time commitments, etc.
Marketing of the committees to the membership (Annual Review, Newsletter).

Staff would like input from the Executive Committee as to whether a work session should be
scheduled regarding development of the formal plan or is the preference to have the Long
Range Planning Committee finalize a working document for approval.
AGRiP
Staff will provide an update regarding the AGRiP (Association of Governmental Risk Pools)
Board and Governance Conference being attended on March 6-9, 2022 in New Orleans,
LA.
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Action Item-3/11/2022
Amendment to Extension of Executive Director’s Personal Services Contract
Background
The Executive Director is employed through a personal service contract that is reviewed
by the Executive Committee and administrated by the Board President.
Each year, the Executive Committee measures overall performance along with
achievement of the goals set for the organization and the Executive Director. This
process determines the basis for further employment and any upgrades to the contract.
The Executive Director Contract changes are negotiated separate from the Authority’s
Pay and Compensation Plan. Other compensation adjustments and the standard
employee benefits package are approved by the Full Board in the annual budget
process and apply to this contract.
Discussion
Using the executive session process, the Committee has reviewed the Executive
Director’s 2021 performance and discussed an amendment to the extension of the
contract that was approved on December 10, 2021 for the year of 2022.
Recommendation
Approval of the amendment to the 2022 contract extension and authorization for
signature by the Authority President.
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